Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are a rapidly emerging technology with a great potential in many ubiquitous applications. Although these sensors can be inexpensive, they are often relatively unreliable when deployed in harsh environments characterized by a vast amount of noisy and uncertain data, such as urban traffic control, earthquake zones, and battlefields. The data gathered by distributed sensors-which serve as the eyes and ears of the system-are delivered to a decision center or a gateway sensor node that interprets situational information from the data streams. Although many other machine learning techniques have been extensively studied, real-time data mining of high-speed and nonstationary data streams represents one of the most promising WSN solutions. This paper proposes a novel stream mining algorithm with a programmable mechanism for handling missing data. Experimental results from both synthetic and real-life data show that the new model is superior to standard algorithms.
Introduction
It is anticipated that wireless sensor networks (WSNs) will enable the technology of today to be employed in future applications ranging from tracking, monitoring, and spying systems to various other technologies likely to improve aspects of everyday life. WSNs offer an inexpensive way to collect data over a distributed environment that may be harsh in nature, such as biochemical contamination sites, seismic zones, and terrain subject to extreme weather or battlegrounds. The sensors employed in WSNs-which are miniatures embedded computing devices-continue to produce large volumes of streaming data obtained from their environment until the end of their lifetime. It is known that when the battery power in such sensors is exhausted, the likelihood of erroneous data being generated will grow rapidly [1] . Both uncertain environmental factors and the low cost of the sensors may contribute to an intermittent transmission loss and inaccurate measurement. Even when they seldom occur, errors and noises in data streams sensed by a large number of sensors may be misinterpreted as outliers; they frequently trigger false alarms that might either lead to undesirable consequences in critical applications or reduce measurement sensitivity.
Data classification is a popular data mining technique used to determine predefined classes (verdicts) to which unseen data freshly obtained from a WSN map, thereby providing situational information about current events in an environment covered by a dense network of sensors. At the core of the classification technique is a decision tree constructed by a learning algorithm that uses tree-like graphs to model the underlying relations of attributes characterized by the output signals of the sensors to predefined classes. Other alternative algorithms include a support-vector machine, neural network, and Bayesian network algorithms, which offer about the same ability to model nonlinear relations between inputs and outputs. However, decision trees have been widely used in WSNs because of their simplicity and the interpretability of their rules, which can easily be derived from the structure of the tree.
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The huge volume and imperfect quality of data streams poses two specific issues applicable to data mining applications, especially for decision trees used in WSNs: problems surrounding model induction and predictive accuracy. A decision tree is constructed by learning from a set of training data, a process in which a local greedy partitioning method is normally used. The training data have to be stationary and bounded in size throughout the learning process. Should new learning data arrive, the learned model must be trained again by processing the whole dataset to update the underlying relations. However, although a single WSN includes a huge number of sensor nodes, each of them has only a limited storage capacity, and it is difficult to accommodate all the training data of the whole network. This implies that data mining can be carried out only at a backend base station that meets storage and computation complexity requirements. Centralized data aggregation gives rise to problems of data synchronization and data consistency, given that the data may come from different sensors randomly distributed over the whole network. Most importantly, retraining a decision tree model requires an ever-increasing degree of latency due to the tremendous volume of data needed. Even if only the latest data are used and old data are discarded, evolving data streams are nonstationary, and very frequent updates in which the model is repeatedly retrained are therefore needed to catch up with the level of prediction accuracy for the current trend.
The second issue is the imperfect quality of the data stream, which clearly affects the prediction accuracy of the decision tree. Noisy data confuse the decision tree with false relations of attributes to classes; such false relations effectively mislead the training algorithm to produce an enormous number of pseudopaths and nodes in the decision tree. Not only do such pseudopaths and nodes degrade accuracy and blunt predictive power, but they also result in problems of tree-size explosions. Though decision tree pruning is a technique commonly employed to remove redundant tree branches and nodes, it surely adds to overall computational complexity and overheads. Given the scarcity of memory space and computational power in WSNs, finding appropriate solutions to alleviate these problems has become an urgent task.
This paper proposes an alternative type of decision tree-the very fast decision tree (VFDT)-to be used in place of traditional decision tree classification algorithms. The VFDT is a new data mining classification algorithm that both offers a lightweight design and can progressively construct a decision tree from scratch while continuing to embrace new inputs from running data streams. The VFDT can effectively perform a test-and-train process each time a new segment of data arrives. In contrast with traditional algorithms, the VFDT does not require that the full dataset be read as part of the learning process, but adjusts the decision tree in accordance with the latest incoming data and accumulated statistical counts. As a preemptive approach to minimizing the impacts of imperfect data streams, a data cache and missing-data-guessing mechanism called the auxiliary reconciliation control (ARC) is proposed to function as a sidekick to the VFDT. The ARC is designed to resolve the data synchronization problems by ensuring data are pipelined into the VFDT one window at a time. At the same time, it predicts missing values, replaces noises, and handles slight delays and fluctuations in incoming data streams before they even enter the VFDT classifier.
To the best of our knowledge, this novel data mining model is the first attempt to alleviate problems of imperfect data in WSNs using a stream mining algorithm and an auxiliary control. This paper makes two key contributions to the literature: it applies stream mining techniques to WSNs by providing an ARC-cache combination to deal with imperfect data streams. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the technological background to data mining in WSNs and discusses existing methods of handling missing values. An imperfect data stream problem is formulated in Section 3. Section 4 gives a detailed description of our novel VFDT and ARC method and how it can be applied to WSNs. Section 5 details a set of simulation experiments performed using the VFDT and ARC method for both synthetic and real-world datasets. Section 6 concludes the paper.
Background

Data Mining in WSNs.
Mining WSN data is said to be constrained by certain limitations and characteristics of WSNs [2] . It first depends on the topology of how a WSN is connected and the purpose of such a setup. Three main topologies have been introduced: (1) the star topology, where a central node is connected to a number of surrounding sensors; (2) the cluster topology, where different stars are interconnected by a central node and the outermost network can be expanded by adding additional stars like a cluster of clusters; (3) the mesh topology, known as an ad hoc topology where nodes and sensors are arbitrarily added and mixed without following any specific pattern. In the WSN literature, a central node known as the sink is the network component that gathers all sensor measurements. The sink usually has greater computational resources than the sensor nodes. As shown in Figure 1 (a), Bahrepour et al. [3] proposed a simple "local type" star network characterized by a single sink function that serves as a gateway where collected data are aggregated and data mining is usually performed. The output of a local-type WSN is the set of data mining classification results based on measurements collected from all directly connected sensors. In this type of WSN, it is possible to perform all data mining at the sink. The other type of sink shown in Figure 1 (b) is known as a fusion-type sink and resembles a hierarchy of clusters. Ensemble-style data mining is often carried out at each intermediate gateway; a voting method is used to select the best classification result with the highest level of accuracy. Alternatively, the data mining result from each intermediate gateway serves as a local optimum or answer representing its own branch of clusters; the result will then be fed into another downstream cluster as one of the inputs. From the WSN perspective, data mining is conducted at the root of the fusion-type network, with each input taken from each connected cluster that offers a representative output. This paper focuses on the important WSN task of classification. It is applicable to almost all kinds of WSN International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks applications, for example, in detecting whether a monitored biomedical patient is suffering from an illness, tracking whether a herd of cattle is moving along the normal route, determining whether a large machine is operating normally, estimating whether a rainforest is growing in balance, or ascertaining whether an anomaly of any kind has arisen in any other type of environment. A decision tree classifier makes predictions or classifications according to predefined classes based on test samples by traversing a tree of possible decisions. WSNs commonly adopt a decision tree method because the trees that represent relations between attributes and classes are informative and intuitively understood. Each path through a decision tree is a sequence of conditions that describe a class. Rules can be derived from such decision tree paths and can be used in a WSN to distinguish an outcome or phenomenon based on measurements observed from sensed data. The simplicity of a decision tree offers useful insights due to the transparent model learning process it follows. The model is learnt by first observing a complete set of training samples. Each sample has several attributes, each of which may be represented by a signal given by a sensor. A sample record may take the form (X, y), where X is a vector of (x 1 , x 2 , x n ) n attributes and y is a class where the classification problem is to construct a model that defines a mapping function f : {X} ⇒ {y}. In contrast, it is difficult to interpret the inner workings of alternative classification methods such as neural network, support vector machine, and regression model approaches [4] . However, one major drawback of the decision tree method is the risk of overfitting, that is, the situation in which a large number of insignificant tree paths grow, usually as a result of being mistrained with many contradicting instances due to the noise in training data. The tree grows tremendously in size and incorrect tree paths adversely confuse the classification results.
Review of Methods for Handling Missing Values.
It is known that a major cause of overfitting in a decision tree is the inclusion of contradicting samples in the model learning process. Noisy data and data with missing values are usually the culprits when contradicting samples appear. Unfortunately, such samples are inevitable in distributed communication environments such as WSNs. Two measures are commonly employed to define the extent of values missing from a set of data [5] : the percentage of predictor values missing from the data set (the value-wise missing rate) and the percentage of observation records that contain missing values (the case-wise missing rate). A single value missing from the data usually indicates a transmission loss or malfunctioning of a single sensor. A missing data value record may result from a broken link between clusters, as in the fusion-type WSN in Figure 1(b) . Three different patterns of missing values can occur: missing completely at random (MCAR), missing at random (MAR), and not missing at random (NMAR) [6, 7] . It is only in the MCAR case that the analysis of remaining complete data could yield a valid classifier prediction according to the assumption of equal distributions [8] . The MCAR pattern occurs when the distribution of an example with a missing value for an attribute does not depend on either the observed data or the missing data. In other words, the assumption made when the MCAR pattern occurs is that the missing and complete data follow the same distribution. In this paper, we are concerned only with the value-wise MCAR type of missing data.
The simplest but not the ideal way to deal with missing values is to discard sample instances with missing values. Alternatively, when the missing values represent only a small percentage of the data set, they can be converted into a new variable. A more commonly adopted method known as imputation is to substitute missing values with analyzed or predicted values. Previous studies have compared the performance of different imputation methods in replacing missing values for a decision tree classifier. To the best of our knowledge, few studies examine how to handle missing data for stream mining types of decision tree classifiers. International Journal of Distributed Sensor Networks An unresolved problem in stream mining research is how to detect concept changes due to noise-infested data and missing values. A streaming ensemble algorithm (SEA) [9] utilizes an ensemble approach in which a majority vote prevails, which is similar to bagging to detect and avoid concept changes in a data stream subject to noise. Another approach is the weighted classifier ensemble (WCE) method [10] in which weighs on different data partitions are carefully adjusted according to the voting decision of the ensemble. Under the WCE approach, previous data are divided into sequential chunks of a fixed size, with a classifier being built from each chunk to improve classification accuracy for the most recent chunk. The last approach of using a flexible decision tree algorithm (FlexDT) [11] facilitates robust data mining with concept drifts and guards against noise-carrying data streams by using fuzzy logic and a sigmoidal function. The drawback of this approach is clearly the longer run time and slow speed due to the use of fuzzy functions. These methods largely require complex and fundamental changes to the central decision tree algorithm; bagging requires that many other trees are grown so the one that yields the best result is solicited from the population of trees. Taking into consideration restrictions on resources and computational power in WSNs, a lightweight approach is likely to be preferred to ensemble-type methods.
Formulation of Imperfect Data Stream Problem
This section presents a mathematical model to address the problem of missing values in data stream mining for a sensor network. The assumptions of the model are as follows (i) The model is defined from the perspective of a centralized data stream mining engine or base station in the WSN where aggregated sensed data are sent to a single classification tree for classification. The mining process runs continuously as the data stream in segments. The length of each data segment is equal to the width of the sliding window. A whole segment will enter the VFDT during each window of time.
(ii) The data stream is characterized by a train of data records. Each record has one or more attributes. Each attribute is assumed to hold a value given by a sensor in the case of a local-type WSN, and the value can come from the sink of a cluster of sensors in the case of a fusion-type WSN. The values for the attributes of a record are assumed to arrive in synchronization across a number of different sensors and/or sinks of clusters. A unique time stamp is added to each record. The time stamps increase in uniform intervals.
(iii) All values for the attributes of the same record are used at the same time (including missing values) for each iteration of the test-and-train process at the VFDT. The name record and instance are used interchangeably.
(iv) The attributes of data records take data of the following formats: nominal, numeric, binary, or mixed.
The original mathematical model for minimizing the overall number of missing values influencing the VFDT within a window size of timeout I? is as follows:
(
Because the existence of all X i j depends on I i −p , its mathematical model is simplified as follows:
subject to
The objective function (2) represents minimization of the influence of missing values on data stream mining performance probably due to unstable network deliveries of data. Constraints (3), (4), and (5) certify the information entropy of the missing values to the VFDT. The importance of a single attribute is represented by its entropy, and the importance of all attributes in a sink comprising several sensors is the sum of the importance of each single attribute. Importance is constrained to be nonnegative. Constraints (5), (6), and (7) logically restrict the existence of missing values in the same sensor. Formulae (9), (10), (11), and (12) are parts of the VFDT learning process that use information gain (9) as a model updating method by checking the attribute splitting criteria. The Hoeffding bound (12) restricts the instances in which updating occurs; it is only when a particular pattern occurs with sufficient statistical regularity and the Hoeffding bound is exceeded that the decision tree then splits on this node, thereby expanding the tree by growing new branches. Condition (13) concerns the total number of VFDT attributes collected from distributed sensors. Constraints (14) and (15) are the conditions by which the model is updated in the heuristic evaluation. Constraints (16) and (17) are functions for estimating the average arrival rate of the data stream in segments of X collected by the distributed sensors at timestamp p. An average data rate r − is given to estimate the percentage change in the data rate. Constraint (18) indicates the overall error rate of the ARC.
Design of VFDT and ARC in WSN
4.1. VFDT Algorithm. In a stream-based classification, the VFDT decision tree is built incrementally over time by splitting nodes into two using a small amount of the incoming data stream. How many samples have to be seen by the learning model to expand a node depends on a statistical method called the Hoeffding bound or additive Chernoff bound. This bound is used to decide how many samples are statistically required before each node is split. As the data arrive, the tree is evaluated and its tree nodes can be expanded. The following equations essentially depict the building blocks of the stream mining model using the Hoeffding bound. The tree they represent is generally known as the Hoeffding tree (HT), which grows by holding to the Hoeffding bound as a yardstick. The heuristic evaluation function is used to judge when to convert a leaf at the bottom of the tree into a conditional node, thereby pushing it up the tree. Given that a node split occurs when there is sufficient evidence that a new conditional node is needed, replacing the terminal leaf with the relevant decision node better reflects current conditions as represented by the tree rules.
In (19), G(·) denotes the heuristic evaluation function for building a decision tree based on the information gain of an attribute, Info(A j ). The Info(A j ) function measures the amount of information sufficient to classify a sample as a node according to the information gain theory. The merit of a discrete attribute's counts n i jk represents the number of samples of class k that reach the leaf, where the attribute j takes the value i which is estimated by collecting sufficient statistics. In (20), P i is the probability of observing the value of attribute i and P i,k is the probability of observing the value of the attribute i given class k
derived from (9):
Let us assume that we have a real-valued random variable r with a bounded range of R, which arrives at the n number of independent observations. Equation (12) shows how the Hoeffding bound is computed with a confidence level of 1−δ, and the mean of r is at least r − ε. The observed mean of the samples is r . We assume that the range R has a probability of 1 given that the information gain of R is log 2 class number. The core of the algorithm is the use of the Hoeffding bound to choose a split attribute as the decision node. Let x a be the attribute with the highest G(·) and x b be the attribute with the second-highest G(·), such that the difference between the pair of top-quality attributes is defined as
The VFDT is operated according to a simultaneous testand-train process, meaning that when a new data segment arrives, the attribute values of the segment will pass down the tree from the root to one of the most likely leaves. In this way, the tree engages in a testing process also known as a classification or prediction exercise based on sample data. At the same pass (traversing through the tree), if the sample data carry a known class y, the model will estimate whether inclusion of the new sample has resulted in the accumulation of sufficient statistics and decide whether a new tree node should be split. This action is on a par with lightweight model learning where the decision tree uses heuristic methods (as in (9) to (14)) to estimate whether the current structure of the tree representing current knowledge needs to be updated. The workflow of the VFDT building process is shown in Figure 2 . The model starts from scratch and progressively shapes the tree as new data arrive. The tree building process is essentially different from that followed by the traditional type of decision tree, which requires repeated scanning of the Split X a as branch
Calculate ΔG(·) n i jk : whole bounded database for training and is inappropriate in a data stream mining environment. The VFDT learns by simply reading through the data stream and checking whether it should further expand its tree nodes. This unique model learning feature makes it a suitable candidate for implementing an autonomous decision maker in WSNs.
ARC Design.
The ARC is a set of data preprocessing functions used to solve the problem of imperfect data streams before they enter the VFDT. The ARC can be programmed as a standalone program which may run in parallel and in synchronization with the test-and-train VFDT operation. Synchronization is facilitated by using a sliding window that allows one segment of data to arrive at a time at regular intervals. When no data arrive, the ARC and the VFDT simply stand still without any action. The operational rate of the sliding window should be no greater than the speed at which the VFDT is operated and faster than the speed at which the WSN sensors transmit data. When data segments arrive as a stream, one segment at a time will initially be cached. The sliding window closes for a brief moment. While the window is closed, the ARC will attempt to correct four different types of imperfect data (if any) in the cache: missing values, noise, delayed data, and data fluctuations. The correction methods employed for each type are described in the following section. After the data have been manipulated, with missing values guessed on a best efforts basis and noise eliminated, the processed data enter the VFDT for instant testing and training. A class prediction/classification output and a failure anomaly report will then be generated by the VFDT and ARC, respectively. The end user could employ the VFDT output for subsequent decision making if implemented as a final base station, or could feed it into a further cluster of the WSN as an intermediate classification result derived from its own cluster. The failure and anomaly report contains statistics on variables such as the percentage of missing values, noise, delay, and data fluctuations as additional information about the quality of current data traffic. This information could be used as a reference indicator to gauge the reliability of the classification result based on the current quality of the data stream. It could also be used as an alarm signal to alert the network administrator to initiate repairs to the network infrastructure should the statistics in the report show a recurring problem over time. The sliding window will open again when the output results are sent, the data cache will be cleared, the VFDT will have been incrementally trained, and the gateway sensor node will be ready to receive the next incoming segment of data. Only statistics and accumulative counts remain at the ARC and VFDT throughout this continuous operation, thus providing a lightweight operating environment. No historical data need to be stored anywhere at this node. Figure 3 is a block diagram showing the major operating features of the decision center.
Missing Data and ARC Noise Estimation.
To tackle the problem of missing values in a data stream, a number of prediction algorithms are commonly used to guess approximate values based on past data. Although many algorithms can be used in the ARC that deployed should ideally achieve the highest level of accuracy while consuming the least computational resources and time. Some popular choices we use here for simulation experiments include, but are not limited to, mean, naïve Bayesian, and C4.5 decision tree algorithms for nominal data and mean mode, linear regression, discretized naïve Bayesian, and M5P algorithms for numeric data. Missing value estimation algorithms require a substantial amount of past data to function. For example, before using a C4.5 decision tree algorithm as a predictor for missing values, a classifier must be built using statistics from a sample of a sufficient size. To further lighten the workload induced by the ARC at the gateway sensor node, the estimation algorithm kicks on only when two conditions are met. First, sufficient statistics must be obtained from past data. Second, the trained classifier (regardless of which algorithms are used) will retrain itself only when prediction error reaches a certain threshold. The ARC therefore registers an error rate e, 0 ≤ e ≤ 1, which is the average probability of the ARC misclassifying a randomly drawn test sample. On the other hand, a missing value predictor is needed for each individual attribute of the data segment. To reduce processing time, a missing value predictor is built for qualified (significant) attributes only, and their missing values are predicted on the run. As a rule of thumb, 50% of the most significant attributes contribute to the quality of VFDT classification accuracy. About half of the attributes are therefore selected for the missing value treatment, with missing values for the remaining attributes being recorded as blank to speed up the overall ARC process. The feature selection method based on a principal component analysis is known to be both efficient and effective and is therefore used to rank the most important attributes.
The mechanism adopted for handling noise in the data stream is similar to that used to estimate missing values. Noises are considered to be values far different in range from normal values. A surge or interruption in radio signals along a wireless communication link will bring such values up or down to an extreme. However, because this rarely happens in practice, noise has a low probability occurrence distribution. In our model, we can safely assume that noise is equivalent to an outlier in our data samples because both noise and outliers share the same statistical characteristics. The ARC therefore used an outlier detection algorithm instead of a missing value prediction algorithm to handle noise. However, as argued in [12] , traditional outlier detection techniques are not directly applicable to WSNs because of the multivariate nature of sensor data. Janakiram et al. [13] suggest using a Bayesian belief network (BBN) model to identify local outliers in streaming sensor data. In this model, each node trains a BBN at its ARC to detect outliers based on the behavior of its neighbors' readings and its own readings. An observation is considered an outlier if it falls beyond the expected range. Given that the model was shown to work well, it is applied here to detect and replace noise. When a segment of data arrives and fills the cache, the ARC conducts a quick scan to find any outliers. A normal mean is used as a substitute for the values of any outliers in the cache. Figure 4 is a flow chart that shows how the ARC works and retrains its predictor model for the significant attributes only.
Handling Delay and Fluctuations in Data
Caches. Additional buffer space is required to overcome delays and fluctuation problems in data mining in WSNs. The additional buffer is called a bucket, which is a preceding space in front of the cache. The bucket can be implemented in the same gateway sensor node at the outmost interface position between the cache and the sink connector. The function of the bucket is essentially that of a synchronized bulk transfer receptacle that regularly shuttles between the data stream inlet and the data cache. It must operate at specific intervals the frequency of which must be no lower than that of the sliding window. The concept of bucket transfer is analogous to that of a cable car or a lift in a building that carries multiple passengers in bulk. Although passengers (data) can walk into a lift (bucket) asynchronously, they must do so within a certain time limit that has to be shorter than the real-time operational requirement of the lift (VFDT). A slight time latency caused by different sensors can therefore be tolerated. Figure 5 is a visual representation of a bucket. We assume that the ARC that controls the cache is a single entity, the ARC-cache; the bucket is the outermost buffer space that first receives incoming data until it is full. The filled bucket is then loaded into the ARC-cache to fix noise and missing values.
To address the issue of data fluctuations, which is one of the requirements of our imperfect data stream handling model, we propose the use of a lower-bound β low of the data rate change that constrains the data rate from dropping suddenly [14] . Meanwhile, because any dramatic rise in the data rate may cause sensor nodes to become congested and VFDT goes timeout, any sudden surge should be suppressed. An upper-bound β up of the data rate change is therefore proposed to prevent timeouts. The upper-bound value is related to the real-time constraint T R , where β up ⇐ T R . If the data rate is lower than β low , an empty pocket in the bucket must be replenished. For this reason, we reviewed previous research on dealing with missing data. Six methods are commonly used to deal with the problem of missing data in data analysis: probabilistic splits, the complete case method, grand mode/mean imputation, separate classes, surrogate splits, and complete variation [5] . In addition to the missing data methods listed above, we have also formulated our own solution whereby when the data rate changes beyond β up , excess data will be saved in a cache and used to replenish missing data when the data rate falls below β low . A snapshot of the traffic smoothing data in the bucket is taken from our experiment and shown in Figure 6 . In Figure 6(a) , it illustrates the process of ARC-cache that uses a window to cache the data collected from four sensors. Under the ARC-cache with a defined window size (size = 5), the ARC is constructed for every five collected data and // More-than-bound data
Pseudocode of the traffic smoothing mechanism.
then fills them to build a decision tree. Each data arrives with a timestamp. In Figure 6 (b), we give an example to synchronize the delayed arrival data. A cache is like a bucket responsible for collecting those data arriving within a period, which is also referred to the window size. For example, if a piece of data is delayed and the window of bucket is still available in that period, the cache will wait for the delayed data to arrive before the bucket expires. Then the bucket with full data load will be used to update the decision tree as per usual. The corresponding pseudocode of the traffic fluctuation-smoothing algorithm is shown in Pseudocode 1.
Simulation Experiments
Simulation experiments are conducted to validate our theoretical model comprising the ARC-cache and the VFDT. The aim of this section is to evaluate the performance of our proposed methods in dealing with missing values in data streams. Several different types of data streams are used in the experiments to facilitate a thorough comparison, including those generated synthetically from data generators and reallife data. For the simulation, we implement a VFDT program and extend it by incorporating the functions of an ARC model for guessing missing values in data streams. Though the estimation method employed should be generic, the following methods are used in our experiments: the mean, naïve Bayesian, and C4.5 decision tree methods for nominal data, and the mean mode, linear regression, discretized naïve Bayesian, and M5P approaches for numeric data. The simulation system is built with a JAVA open source toolkit called Massive Online Analysis (MOA) stream mining software. The software package comes with a standard data stream generator and a Hoeffding tree algorithm. The data streams used in the experiments are stored in ARFF file format. The run time environment is JAVA JDK 1.5 and WEKA 3.6, and the computing platform is a Windows 7 64-bit workstation with an Intel quad core 2.83 GHz CPU and 8 Gb of RAM.
Synthetic Data
Stream. An MOA stream generator is used to create a synthetic data stream comprising one million data records. We wrote a customized JAVA software program which randomly adds missing values according to a parameter set by the user-the missing data percentage (MDP). There is another optional control that allows the user to place missing values at either the beginning or the end of the data stream. It is well known that decision trees in stream mining models are unstable in the initial stage of learning.
Inserting missing values at this early stage only lengthens the process of training the model to maturity. It may make more sense to observe the impact of missing values after the VFDT model is established and see how it responds to the imperfect stream. The MOA stream generator generates the four different synthetic datasets shown in Table 1 . The two LED datasets represent a scenario whereby a WSN has a refined resolution of output classes (10 of them). For example, the data collected by the sensors can reflect a wide range of categorical phenomena. The SEA dataset demonstrates a relatively simple scenario whereby binary outputs such as true or false are derived from ternary types of sensed data. 100   100  5300  10500  15700  20900  26100  31300  36500  41700  46900  52100  57300  62500  67700  72900  78100  83300  88500  93700  98900 Number of instances MDP = 20% Accuracy (correct %) 100   100  2700  5300  7900  10500  13100  15700  18300  20900  23500  26100  28700  31300  33900  36500  39100  41700  44300  46900  49500  52100  54700  57300  59900  62500  65100  67700  70300  72900  75500  78100  80700  83300  85900  88500  91100  93700  96300  98900 Number of instances Accuracy (correct %) LED7 is a data stream that is simpler than the rest in that it has only 7 nominal attributes. In this experiment, we configure the MDP at 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and 100%, which are randomly inserted missing values in defined positions in the data stream. As a result, in comparison with a perfect data stream where MDP = 0%, the higher MDP comes with a lower level of VFDT classification accuracy. Figure 7 presents the VFDT accuracy comparison when missing data are added to the middle of the data stream soon after the model learning process is completed; Figure 8 presents the same comparison but with missing values added at the end. We want to use this set of experiments to show the impact of missing values on data stream mining. Missing values lead to a dramatic reduction in accuracy if the algorithm does not have any ARC mechanism to deal with imperfect data. In other words, the results of these experiments are one of the motivations for this study suggesting stream mining algorithms should be robust to missing values, or accuracy will suffer. LED24 is a more complicated data stream with 24 nominal attributes and a total of one million instance records. We add MDP 50% to this dataset. To handle imperfect data, the ARC-cache is applied together with the VFDT with different window sizes: 250, 500, 750, and 1000. A C4.5 decision tree function in WEKA is chosen as the ARC construction method in this case. The experimental results shown in Figure 9 show there is a little difference in performance between window sizes in a very large data stream. However, it is also observed that a smaller window size gives a faster ARC-cache and VFDT computing speed. Moreover, we compare the ARC-cache and VFDT results to those of a common missing value solution in which means are used to replace the same missing values; we find that our proposed method yields better data stream mining performance. The ARC-cache provides a function whereby the missing values replacement performance is checked through a statistical report output. In comparison with the nonmissing values data stream, the results indicate how many correct/wrong number instances arise using different methods to replace the missing values (see Table 2 ). SEA is a data stream consisting of 3 numeric attributes, two nominal classes, and one million instances. We also add MDP = 50% of missing values to this dataset. To handle such an imperfect data stream, we use the ARC-cache and VFDT in different window sizes of 500, 750, and 1000. The missing value predictor in the ARC is initially trained up by the M5P function in WEKA. The experimental results shown in Figure 10 show that the ARC-cache and VFDT method yields unsatisfactory results, possibly due to the processing of pure numeric attributes. Nevertheless, the level of accuracy achieved is still slightly higher than that yielded by the mean method.
The results are loaded into a margin curve chart visualized in WEKA to evaluate the model generated by a different data stream (as shown in Figure 11 ). Margin is defined as the difference between the probability predicted for the actual class and the highest probability predicted for the other classes. We observe that the nonmissing data stream has the best performance in (a); while the data stream where MDP = 50% yields the worst performance, including some negative prediction results in (b). Comparing ARC missing values replacement with means computed for missing values replacement, the latter presents some negative predictions, whereas the ARC does not. As a result, we find that the ARC-cache and VFDT may have an MDP bottleneck: when MDP is higher than a certain threshold, the ARC-cache and VFDT method may perform less well. This conclusion may make sense, because when MDP is relatively high (e.g., close to 50%), the VFDT decision tree can simply no longer determine which parts of the data stream are meaningful and which are not, the same can be said for the missing value predictor in the ARC-cache.
Real-World Data Stream.
In this experiment, we use a set of real-world data streams downloaded from the 1998 KDD Cup competition provided by Paralyzed Veterans of America (PVA) [15] . The data comprise information concerning human localities and activities measured by monitoring sensors attached to patients. We use the learning dataset (127 MB in size) with 481 attributes originally in both numeric and nominal form. Of the total number of 95,412 instances, more than 70% contain missing values.
In common with the previous experiment, we compare the ARC-cache and VFDT method with the standard missing values replacement method found in WEKA using means. The results of the comparison are shown in Figure 12 . Considering the number of attributes is very large, we apply a moderate window size (W = 100) for the ARC to operate. A complete dataset given by PVA is used to test the ARC-cache and VFDT method (115 MB). The experiment results demonstrate that using WEKA mean values to replace missing data yields the worst level of VFDT classification accuracy. Although using the ARC-cache and VFDT method to deal with missing values in the dataset does not yield results as accurate as the complete dataset without any missing values, ARC-Cache and VFDT performance is much better than that achieved using WEKA means to replace missing values. The enlarged chart in Figure 12 shows that the WEKA replacement approach has a very little effect in maintaining the level of performance because of the very high percentage of missing data (70%) in this extreme example. Our ARC model also takes a long time to lift the level of accuracy to that required. Another dataset from the real world is introduced to the experiment. This dataset, which can be downloaded from UCI Machine Learning [16] , is called "Localization Data for Posture Reconstruction." Through the observation of tag identification sensors for body location activities, the learning motivation is to classify different human activities. The original dataset has 7 attributes: sequence name (nominal) tag identifier ID (nominal) timestamp (numeric); date (DD.MM.yyyy HH:mm:ss:SSS) x-coordinate of the tag (numeric) y-coordinate of the tag (numeric) z-coordinate of the tag (numeric) and the activity label. The dataset comprises 164,860 instances. It is a typical example of a scenario in which mixed types of data are sensed. We choose linear regression as the method for predicting missing values for numeric attributes in the ARC and employ the naïve Bayesian method to do the same for nominal attributes.
A large amount of missing values is deliberately added to the dataset. The missing completely at random (MCAR) method is chosen for the use in this scenario. Forty percent of the total number of instances (records) is replaced by missing values, meaning 65,944 instances are added completely at random. The distributions of missing values for different attributes are 8,056 (person sequence name) 8,165 (tag identifier sensor) 7,921 (timestamp) 8,051 (date) 8,092 (xcoordinate) 7,943 (y-coordinate) 7,995 (z-coordinate) and 8,141 (activity target).
We observe two significant phenomena from the results shown in Figure 13 . The performance gain follows approximately the same trend as the line where no missing value is applied (which is the ideal case). The other interesting finding is that in addition to that for the person-sequencename and tag-identifier attributes, the accuracy also rises for the rest of the attributes. This result essentially means that ARC predictions for missing values have little effect on identifier-type data which basically carry no meaning other than indexing the records in the dataset. Time-seriestype data with date and timestamp attributes show relatively significant improvements in ARC missing value prediction because the regression method chosen as the missing value predictor is best at predicting nonexistent values in a timeseries of existing data. In summary, it may be advisable to choose an appropriate missing value predictor for each different type of attribute to obtain the best results.
Regarding the learning speed of the proposed method, we compared the ARC learning speed for each missing value in the same test. Figure 14 shows that there is a linear relationship between the learning speed and the amount of samples. With the sample size growing, the time spent on VFDT learning increases, linearly. To verify the suitability of our proposed model for real-time application with respect to learning speed, we investigate the learning time of ARCs coupled with Feature Selection. In Figure 15 , suppose the cache size is 10 4 such that X1=X2=X3=X4=X5=X6=X7 and suppose Y is the leaning time taken to process each ARCcache in the VFDT. From the theory of triangle in geometry, it is easy to observe that the Y 1≈Y 2≈Y 3≈Y 4≈Y 5≈Y 6≈Y 7 approximately in the diagram. In other words, the processing speed of ARC-cache in this example goes stable hence it is suitable for some real-time applications because the increase is linear. This holds true as long as the time-critical requirement is not greater than Y . Consequently that means the real-time application allows time Y as the processing time for the proposed method so that the computing speed will satisfy the real-time requirement.
Conclusion
The complex nature of incomplete and infinite streaming data in WSNs has escalated the challenges faced in data mining applications concerning knowledge induction and timecritical decision making. Traditional data mining models employed in WSNs work mainly on the basis of relatively structured and stationary historical data and may have to be updated periodically in batch mode. The retraining process consumes time, as it requires repeated archiving and scanning of the whole database. Data stream mining is a process that can be undertaken at the front line in a manner that embraces incoming data streams. We propose using a Very Fast Decision Tree (VFDT) in place of traditional data mining models employed in WSNs due to its benefit of lightweight operation and its lack of a data storage requirement.
To the best of our knowledge, no prior study has investigated the impact of imperfect data streams or solutions related to data stream mining in WSNs, although the preprocessing of missing values is a well-known step in the traditional knowledge discovery process. This paper proposes a holistic model for handling imperfect data streams based on four features that riddle data transmitted among WSNs: missing values, noise, delayed data arrival, and data fluctuations. The model has a missing value predicting mechanism called the auxiliary reconciliation control (ARC). A bucket concept is also proposed to smooth traffic fluctuations and minimize the impact caused by late arriving data. Together with the VFDT, the ARC-cache facilitates data stream mining in the presence of noise and missing values. To prove the efficacy of our model, a simulation prototype is implemented based on ARC-cache
